We show that under an ac magnetic field excitation the vortex lattice in a superconductor with a periodic array of holes can undergo a transition from a Mott-like state where each vortex is localized in a hole, to a metal-like state where the vortices get delocalized. The vortex dynamics is studied through the magnetic shielding response which is measured using a low-frequency two-coil mutual inductance technique on a disordered superconducting NbN film having a periodic array of holes. We observe that the shielding response of the vortex state is strongly dependent on the amplitude of the ac magnetic excitation. At low amplitude the shielding response varies smoothly with the excitation amplitude, corresponding to the elastic deformation of the vortex lattice. However, above a threshold value of excitation the response shows a series of sharp jumps, signaling the onset of the Mott-to-metal transition. A quantitative analysis reveals that this is a collective phenomenon which depends on the filling fraction of vortices in the antidot lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the vortex dynamics in strongly pinned type II superconductors is of paramount importance both from fundamental and practical points of view. On the one hand, the vortex lattice (VL) provides a versatile model system to understand the interplay of interaction and pinning in a periodic solid [1, 2] . On the other hand, the collective dynamics of the VL determines the critical current, which dictates the limit of the applicability of the material in low loss devices. Of particular interest are superconductors with a periodic array of holes, i.e., antidot arrays, which act as strong pinning centers for the flux lines [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Here, besides the overall confining potential created by the shielding supercurrent, each vortex experiences two kinds of forces: the nearly field independent confining potential of the antidot and the field dependent confining potential caused by the repulsive interaction of surrounding vortices. At matching fields, corresponding to an integer number of vortices in each antidot, each vortex gets tightly confined in a cage formed by the neighboring vortices. This gives rise to a pronounced oscillatory response of the superconductor with the magnetic field, known as the vortex matching effect (VME), which manifests as oscillations in magnetoresistance close to the superconducting transition temperature (T c ), with a period corresponding to the first matching field (H m ). It has been suggested that when thermal fluctuations are not large enough to overcome the combined confinement caused by the antidot and the intervortex interactions, the vortex state close to the matching field mimics that of a Mott insulator [9] , where each vortex is localized around the antidot. Early evidence of the vortex Mott state in superconductors with periodic pinning [10, 11] was further confirmed from detailed measurements of the compressibility of the vortex lattice [12] . Recently, a * sangita.bose@gmail.com † pratap@tifr.res.in transition of this vortex Mott insulator state to a metallic state, where vortices become delocalized, as a function of magnetic field or induced by an external current [13] has also been reported.
In this paper, we investigate the dynamic response of the VL in a disordered superconducting NbN film with an antidot array, when subjected to an ac magnetic field with a varying amplitude. We focus on the low-temperature limit (T T c ) where thermally excited vortex motion does not play a significant role. The usual transport measurements, i.e., resistivity and critical current, conventionally used to study VME cannot be used here, since they are restricted to temperatures [14] very close to T c . To overcome this difficulty, we developed a "two-coil" mutual inductance technique [15] which can extend these measurements to well below T c . Here, the superconducting film with an antidot array is sandwiched between a quadrupolar primary coil and a dipolar pickup coil. When a small ac current (I ac ) is passed through the primary, the flux tubes undergo oscillatory motion about their equilibrium position, thereby inducing a voltage in the secondary. The VME reflects in the periodic modulation of the magnetic shielding response. This is measured from the real and imaginary parts of the mutual inductance, M ( ) , which are related to the compressibility of the VL and the dissipation inside the superconductor, respectively. Here, we study the shielding response as a function of I ac , which is proportional to the ac magnetic field. The central result of this paper is that as I ac is gradually increased, the VL undergoes a transition from a Mott-like to a metal-like state, at a characteristic I ac value which is much smaller than the depinning threshold for an isolated vortex from the antidot, showing that this is a collective phenomenon dominated by vortex-vortex interactions. Furthermore, the I ac at which this transition happens is strongly dependent on the filling fraction of the vortex lattice and is lowest at H m when the VL is most rigid. Interestingly this is opposite to the behavior inferred from critical current measurements [5] close to T c . 
II. SAMPLE DETAILS AND MEASUREMENT SCHEME
Sample. The sample used in this study consists of a 3-mmdiameter disordered NbN film with a thickness t ∼ 25 nm, grown using reactive magnetron sputtering on a nanoporous anodic alumina template (AAM). Details of the synthesis and characterization have been reported earlier [16] . The condition for observing VME is that the intervortex repulsive force should be a non-negligible fraction of the individual pinning force by the antidot. While close to T c the divergence of the Ginzburg-Landau coherence (ξ GL ) length ensures that this condition is easily satisfied [15] , the observation of VME at T T c requires careful tuning of the material parameters. In NbN, the introduction of disorder (in the form Nb vacancies) decreases the strength of individual pinning through an increase [17] in ξ GL and a decrease in the superfluid density [18, 19] , making this condition achievable down to low temperatures. Consequently, we perform our measurements on a disordered NbN film with T c ∼ 4.21 K, for which vortex matching effects are observed down to the lowest temperature of our measurement (1.45 K). Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of the film [ Fig. 1(a) ] obtained after deposition show pores with an average diameter d = 46 nm, nominally arranged in a hexagonal pattern with an average lattice constant a = 107 nm. However, the hexagonal ordering is not perfect. A two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of different areas [20] of the SEM image show six symmetric diffraction spots, but misoriented with respect to each other [right panels in Fig. 1(a) ]. This shows that, in addition to imperfections in the position of individual holes, the nanopores also form domains, misoriented with respect to each other, similar to a polycrystal.
Measurement. The schematics of our two-coil mutual inductance setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The quadrupolar primary coil has 28 turns with the upper half wound in one direction and the lower half wound in the opposite direction, producing a peak field of 7 mOe/mA. The dipolar secondary coil consists of 120 turns wound in four layers. To measure the mutual inductance, a small sinusoidal excitation current (I ac ∼ 1−15 mA) with a frequency f = 31 kHz is passed through the primary and the in-phase (V ) and out-of-phase voltage (V ) induced in the secondary is measured using a lock-in amplifier. The real and imaginary parts of mutual inductance are defined as
, such that M and M correspond to the inductive and dissipative response of the sample. The two-coil assembly is placed in a cryostat fitted with a superconducting solenoid capable of generating a dc magnetic field (Hfilm plane) up to 90 kOe.
To understand what the quantities M and M relate to, we note that the magnetic field produced by the primary coil will generate a coarse grained averaged time varying circulating supercurrent of the form J ac S (r,t) = J ac S (r) sin(ωt) φ in the superconducting film [ Fig. 1(c) ], which from symmetry considerations will be zero at the center of the sample and will increase towards the periphery. (Here we ignore the pattern of the supercurrent on a shorter length scale due to the presence of the antidots.) This will apply a radial oscillatory force (per unit length) on each vortex given by F ac = J ac S ×ẑ 0 = J ac S (r) sin ωt 0r , causing each vortex to oscillate about its 054513-2 equilibrium position. Thus, as a first approximation, the effect of the ac excitation is to produce an oscillatory compaction and rarefaction of the VL with the vortex at the center of the sample remaining in its equilibrium position [ Fig. 1(d) ]. This is equivalent to a periodic change in the flux density which will produce an induced voltage in the secondary coil. Thus M is a measure of the compressibility of the VL. The amplitude of the imaginary part −M , on the other hand, is related to the dissipation in the superconductor. At small ac excitations, when each vortex undergoes small oscillations about its equilibrium position, this dissipation arises from Bardeen-Stephen loss inside the superconductor surrounding the antidot. However, when the excitation is large enough to induce vortex hopping from one antidot to the next, the dissipation comes predominantly from the 2π phase slips in the intervening superconductor separating the two antidots. Figure 2 shows the M −H scans recorded at different temperatures between 3 and 1.45 K with I ac ∼ 5 mA. M shows a dip at multiples of 2.37 kOe, consistent with the expected matching field, H M = 2 0 √ 3a 2 , where 0 is the flux quantum. The dips in M show that the VL becomes more rigid at the matching fields, consistent with the description of a vortex Mott state [9, 21] . Decreasing the temperature has two effects: First, the overall magnetic screening response increases, and second, the minima in M at matching fields become less pronounced. At a qualitative level, both these effects can be understood from the temperature variation of the coherence length ξ GL and the magnetic penetration depth λ of the superconductor as outlined in Ref. [15] . The first effect can be understood from the fact that the pinning potential and therefore the individual pinning force F p ∼ 2 0 4πμ 0 ξ GL , where (= 2λ 2 /t) is the Pearl's penetration depth and μ 0 is the vacuum permeability. Assuming the dirty BardeenCooper-Schrieffer (BCS) relation (where is the superconducting energy gap and k B is the Boltzmann constant), 1/λ 2 increases by 30% when we cool the sample from 3 to 1.45 K. Thus, at low temperatures, the vortex lattice becomes more strongly pinned, thereby increasing the magnetic screening. On the other hand, the amplitude of oscillation in the screening response is governed by the intervortex repulsive force F I , which renders the vortex lattice less compressible at matching fields when each vortex is surrounded by a vortex at each neighboring site. Since the repulsive force between two vortices in neighboring antidots is given by F I ∼ 2 0 4πμ 0 a , F I /F ∼ (ξ GL /a) [15] . From the usual GL relation ξ GL ∝ (1 − T T c ) −1/2 , we expect this ratio to decrease by 30% in the same temperature range, thereby making the oscillations less pronounced. We observe that at 1.45 K only the first matching field is clearly visible. Thus in the rest of the paper we concentrate primarily on the behavior around the first matching field.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The central result of this paper, namely, the screening response as a function of I ac (for constant H), is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3(a) shows M and −M as a function of I ac at 1.7 K and H = H M . At low I ac both M and −M vary smoothly. However, at I ac ∼ 8.8 mA, both M and −M exhibit a sharp jump, followed by a series of further jumps at higher excitation currents. The VME associated with these jumps becomes apparent when we compare similar measurements performed at different H. Figure 3(b) shows the variation of −M as a function I ac measured at different H between 1.18 and 4 kOe. We observe that the I ac at which the first jump occurs is strongly dependent on the magnetic field: The jump occurs at the smallest value of I ac when H ≈ H m and shifts to higher values as one moves away from H m . Finally, with an increase in temperature, the sharp jumps are gradually smeared, and only a smooth variation is seen above 2 K [ Fig. 3(c) ].
To understand the origin of these jumps, we note that for low I ac , the induced J ac S (r) will cause small alternating compression and rarefaction of the VL, similar to the elastic response of a solid under oscillating stress. The gradual change in M and −M in this regime reflects the anharmonicity of the pinning potential. As I ac is increased to a critical value, for some range of r, J ac S (r) will reach the critical current density J c and the vortices in this region will get delocalized from the antidot. Above this value (which we denote as I p ac ) within a circular annulus towards the periphery of the sample, the VL will start sliding over the antidot array. Thus the sharp increase in M signifies the threshold where the elastic continuity of the VL is destroyed by the sliding. Since each hop of a vortex from one antidot to the next will induce a 2π phase slip in the intervening superconducting barrier, such a sliding motion will also cause the dissipation (−M ) to abruptly increase. The subsequent jumps in M and −M with increasing I ac can be understood as follows: At I p ac the vortex lattice over a circular annulus will slide back and forth over one lattice constant a of the antidot array in each cycle of ac excitation. However, as I ac is increased, two events will occur. First, the circular annulus over which the vortices are delocalized will gradually increase. Second, the amplitude of the oscillatory displacement of the vortices will increase. Thus subsequent jumps correspond to the excitation current values (denoted as I 2a,3a, . . .) . Also, it is interesting to note that the dissipative response shows shallow minima in between successive jumps. This shows that in addition to the uniform motion of the VL, other mechanisms of strain relaxation not involving the entire delocalized VL region, such as sliding of vortices in one domain of the antidot over another, creating lines of doubly occupied antidots, or the fracture of the VL into disconnected icebergs of VL domains, might also be playing a role. This is also responsible for the successive jumps to be gradually smaller in magnitude.
We now investigate whether the jump at I p ac can be understood in terms of conventional depinning of vortices from the underlying antidot array. For this, we need to compare the depinning force (F p ) for an isolated vortex to overcome the pinning by an antidot with the force exerted on a vortex by the supercurrent (F c ac ) at J ac S ∼ J c . We first calculate J ac S (r) for the geometry of our coil and the sample. This can in principle be done by numerically solving the Maxwell equations and the London equation using the scheme outlined in Ref. [22] , by replacing the London penetration depth with the Campbell penetration depth [23, 24] obtain a self-consistent current profile (see the Supplemental Material [27] ). J ac S (r) increases linearly with r for small r and saturates beyond r > 0.9 mm, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . As I ac is increased, this saturation current reaches J c at some critical I ac , beyond which the iterative procedure fails to converge to a unique profile [ Fig. 4(b) ]. This critical value I ac ≈ I 
, where (=2λ 2 /t) is the Pearl's penetration depth, w is the width of the superconductor separating two antidots, and μ 0 is the vacuum permeability. This relation is valid when the core of the vortex is completely inside the superconductor, i.e., r > 2ξ GL + d/2. The form of the potential implies that the restoring force on the vortex will monotonically decrease as the vortex position is changed from the edge towards the center of the superconducting strip. Thus the depinning force is given by The values of I ac correspond to the vertical dashed arrows shown in Fig. 3(a) . The data are recorded by sweeping H from 10 to −10 kOe and back. A small hysteresis between positive and negative field sweeps is observed in all curves. In (b) some of the curves have been shifted upward for clarity, by an amount mentioned next to the curve.
On the other hand, at 1.7 K, k B T ∼ 0.15 meV, such that thermally activated hopping will play a negligible role. Therefore, the delocalization of the vortices at I p ac is clearly a collective phenomenon driven by an interplay of the intervortex interaction and localization [30] .
We now focus on the role of VME on I p ac . I p ac is lowest for H ≈ H m when the VL is the most rigid. Physically, this can be understood from the fact that the delocalization of vortices is governed both by the individual pinning potential of the antidot and the intervortex interaction. Away from the matching field the antidot array either contains some empty sites (for H < H M ) or sites that are doubly occupied by vortices (for H > H m ) which can accommodate the change of flux through a local rearrangement of vortices without breaking the overall elastic continuity. Thus the VL gets collectively delocalized only when these local rearrangements become energetically unfavorable compared to the sliding of the entire VL. In contrast, at H m where each antidot is filled with exactly one vortex, any such local rearrangement will trigger a collective delocalization of the entire VL. Subsequent thresholds I Fig. 3(a) , while the magnetic field is swept from 10 to −10 kOe and back. For I ac < I p ac ∼ 8.8 mA, M −H traces remain qualitatively similar, and display minima at the matching fields. (−M )−H also displays shallow dips at the matching field. Both of these are consistent with the elastic regime, where the VL becomes more rigid at H m and therefore each vortex oscillates with a smaller amplitude. Since no vortex hop is involved in this range, −M is dominated by the Bardeen-Stephen dissipation due to the oscillating vortex in the superconducting region surrounding every antidot. This behavior drastically changes at I ac = 9 mA ∼ I p ac . Here, M develops small peaks at H m , showing that the VL gets delocalized at the matching field. This leaves a pronounced signature in the dissipative response and −M exhibits pronounced peaks at H = H m . However, since this excitation cannot delocalize the VL away from the matching field, the elastic response is restored as we move away from H m . As I ac is increased to 10 mA (midway between I p ac and I 1 ac ), the vortices are delocalized even away from H m and the peaks in M shift to higher fields. At the same field, −M shows an abrupt jump. Interestingly, below the delocalization field, M shows minima at H m , characteristic of the elastic response of the VL, whereas −M remains flat and featureless. To understand this difference, we note that when the outer annulus of the VL gets decoupled from the antidot array, the central region continues to behave as an elastic solid. This elastic core will contribute to exhibit a matching effect in M whereas the outer region sliding over the antidot array will contribute a nearly field independent background. On the other hand, since the central elastic core will contribute very little to dissipation, −M will be dominated by the delocalized portion of the VL in the outer annulus. The nearly constant −M shows that at this excitation the VL in the outer annular region remains delocalized over the entire range of fields between H = ±H m . We observe that this qualitative behavior repeats between I One interesting aspect of our data is the behavior at H = 0. The zero field minimum in M also transforms into a small peak with an increase in I ac , similar to the first matching field, which is unexpected if we consider the antidot array to be empty. In fact, −M − I ac also shows characteristic jumps [26] at H = 0 though the structure is more complex than at H = H m . The most likely explanation for this observation is that the zero field state is not empty but is populated with vortex and antivortex pairs in the antidot array, which are expected to spontaneously form in a 2D superconductor. These vortex-antivortex pairs can also get delocalized under ac excitation, but its dynamics will be much more complex owing to the possibility of vortex-antivortex annihilation by the excitation field, and is currently not captured within our model. The existence of vortex-antivortex pairs in zero field in an antidot array has also been conjectured in an earlier study investigating the transport current-stimulated depinning [14] of the VL, where the zero field state exhibited a behavior similar to that at matching fields.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we have shown that the Mott-like state of the VL realized in superconducting films with an antidot array (where each vortex is localized in an antidot) transforms at a characteristic ac magnetic field excitation to a metal-like state where the vortices are delocalized. This transformation happens well below the conventional depinning threshold and shows a pronounced VME, confirming that it is a collective phenomenon governed both by the strength of the individual pinning centers and the intervortex interactions. From this standpoint, our experimental observation is analogous to the dynamical vortex Mott insulator-to-metal transition induced by a transport current reported in Ref. [13] . However, in our case, further investigations are required to understand whether this represents a true dynamical phase transition and why the characteristic jumps in M associated with this transition disappear well below T c .
It is also interesting to note in this context, that our observation that I p ac (and hence J c ) is lowest at the matching field, is different from the variation of critical current very close to T c [5] , where the critical current was reported to show maxima at the matching field. The origin of this difference can be traced to Little-Parks-like quantum interference (QI) effects [31, 32] . When the width of the superconductor (w) in the antidot array is smaller than ξ GL , QI causes the supercurrent around each loop to go to zero at the matching fields. Thus the amplitude of the superconducting order parameter which follows the variation in supercurrent gets enhanced at the matching field, which in turn reflects as maxima [33] in T c and the critical current. Therefore, QI will produce an effect opposite to VME on the critical current. Since ξ GL diverges close to T c , QI will always dominate at these temperatures and give rise to maxima in the critical current at the matching fields. In contrast, our experiments are carried out at low temperatures where ξ GL w, and QI plays an insignificant role. Therefore, in addition to avoiding the effect of thermally excited vortex motion, our experiments are significant from the standpoint that they allow us to look at a VME that is uncontaminated by QI.
